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“ICE PEOPLE brought it all back to me – the heart-stopping
landscapes, the gruelling commitment of a polar science
camp, and, above all, the ineffable mystery of the beautiful
South. I recommend this film to anyone who has ever
wondered what it’s actually like in the Antarctic.”
--Sara Wheeler, Author, Terra Incognita: Travels in Antarctica

____________
“An intriguing slice-of-life that observes the area's
staggeringly beautiful and imposing landscapes and the
unique challenges experienced by those who work there.”
--Dennis Harvey, Variety

____________
“A tranquil meditation.”
--Omar P.L. Moore, The Popcorn Reel (popcornreel.com)

____________
“A work of art… Director Anne Aghion tells us something
important about the processes of artistic and scientific
creation.”
--Haim Watzman, South Jerusalem (southjerusalem.com)
____________
I have seen hundreds of science films, and ICE PEOPLE is
unique in the way it portrays what it’s really like to do field
science. Also, this is some of the best cinematography I’ve
ever seen of the Dry Valleys—it’s the first time anyone has
captured in motion picture the “Lawrence of Arabia” feel of
Antarctica.
--Tom Wagner, Program Director for Antarctic Earth Sciences,
U.S. National Science Foundation Office of Polar Programs

____________
“Highly recommended!”
--Jennifer Merin, About.com Guide to Documentaries
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ice people
Long Synopsis

Unique in the genre of exploration and adventure films, ICE PEOPLE takes you on one
of the earth’s most seductive journeys—Antarctica. Emmy-winning documentary
filmmaker Anne Aghion spent four months “on the ice” with modern-day polar
explorers, to find out what drives dedicated researchers to leave the world behind in
pursuit of science, and to capture the true experience of living and working in this
extreme environment.
Intense public focus on global warming has turned the shores of Antarctica into a new
tourist mecca. But, inland from the penguins and ice floes is a magical Antarctica of
volcanoes, boulder-strewn valleys and ominous glaciers. Only a small number of
scientific research teams get there, braving severe conditions to learn about our
planet’s history, and make predictions about our future.
ICE PEOPLE heads out into the “deep field” with noted geologists Allan Ashworth and
Adam Lewis, and two undergrad scientists-in-the-making, where they scour across
hundreds of miles to find tiny, critical signs of ancient life.
As it turns out, the film also witnesses one of the most significant discoveries about
climate change in recent Antarctic science: evidence of a green Antarctica over 14
million years old, that disappeared with a sudden shift in the temperature of the
continent.
The most authentic film about life on the ice since the trailblazing expeditions to
Antarctica chronicled nearly a century ago, ICE PEOPLE conveys the vast beauty, the
claustrophobia, the excitement and the stillness of an experience set to nature’s
rhythm.
The release of ICE PEOPLE coincides with the celebration of International Polar Year
(IPY), which continues worldwide through 2009.
In English. In HDCam. 77 Minutes, 5.0 Sound Mix.
Short Synopses
Tag Line: A once-in-a-lifetime journey with Antarctica’s 21st-century explorers.
24 words: ICE PEOPLE follows 21st-century explorers onto the Antarctic ice, for the
true experience of living and working in the world’s most extreme environment.
66 words: Unique in the genre of exploration and adventure films, ICE PEOPLE takes
you on one of the earth’s most seductive journeys—Antarctica. Emmy-winning
filmmaker Anne Aghion spent four months “on the ice” with modern-day polar
explorers, to find out what drives dedicated researchers to leave the world behind in
pursuit of science, and to capture the true experience of living and working in this
extreme environment.
.
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CREDITS

The People in The Film
In order of appearance
The Dry Valleys:
Prof. Allan Ashworth
Andrew Podoll
Dr. Adam R. Lewis
Kelly Gorz
&
Jena Ferrarese – helicopter technician
McMurdo & Black Island:
Phil Jacobsen
Sky Hofmann
Andrew Asher
Michiel Lofton
David DesAutels
Will Brubaker
Keith “Telephone” Johnson
Anthony “Antz” Powell
Dawn Crist

The Production Team
Director ................................................................................................................................Anne Aghion
Producers ............................................................................................. Benoît Gryspeerdt & Anne Aghion
Editor ............................................................................................................................ Nadia Ben Rachid
Cinematographer............................................................................................................... Sylvestre Guidi
Sound Recordist............................................................................................................... Richard Fleming
Original Score ................................................................................................................Laurent Petitgand
Associate Producer .............................................................................................................. Cynthia Kane
Production Manager................................................................................................................ Anne Labro
Color Grading ........................................................................................................................Eric Salleron
Main Title Design.......................................................................................................................Kook Ewo
Sound Editors ...........................................................................................Roland Duboué & Béatrice Wick
Sound Mixer ....................................................................................................................... Nathalie Vidal
Assistant Editor .......................................................................................................... Jean-Marie Lengellé
Editing Intern.................................................................................................................... Fabienne Davia
Camera Rental ........................................................................................ Département Caméra (Montreal)
Image Post............................................................................................................... Avidia & Éclair (Paris)
Sound Post ............................................................................................................. Studio Orlando (Paris)
A co-production of Dry Valleys Productions, ARTE France, and ITVS International, in association with
Sundance Channel.
Produced with a grant from the National Science Foundation's Antarctic Artists and Writers Program.
With major support from the European Commission Directorate General for Research. Additional support
from the Centre National de la Cinématographie, the Conseil Régional de la Région Rhône-Alpes, the
Conseil Général de l'Ardèche, the SACEM, RTBF (Belgium) & SBS (Australia). Developed under the auspices
of Eurodoc, with funding from the Media Program's New Talent fund of the European Commission.
ICE PEOPLE will air in France on ARTE on November 11, 2008, and in the United States on Sundance
Channel in the Spring of 2009.
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ice people
About the Production

For centuries, Antarctica has excited explorers and scientists with the promise of an
adventure as seductive, as challenging and as mind-expanding as travel to a distant planet.
Lured both by the astonishing beauty of the place itself, and curious about the people who
endure the earth’s harshest conditions to study it, Emmy-winning filmmaker Anne Aghion
embarked on this adventure to create the feature documentary ICE PEOPLE.
Shot in stunning high definition, in temperatures that ranged from -50°C/-60°F to 0°C/32°F,
and often in winds that dropped the thermometer far lower, the film spans an Antarctic
summer season of 24-hour-a-day light, from the first glimpse of sun after the winter’s
darkness, to the return of moonlight months later. With only minimal music at key
transitions and no narration, in ICE PEOPLE Aghion has captured the intense experience of
Antarctica, and the physical, emotional and even spiritual impact of being there.
For the director, who has timed her film to coincide with the worldwide celebration of
International Polar Year in 2007-2009, this is more than a movie about Antarctica and the
people who work there. “At its heart, ICE PEOPLE is a film about our complex relationship
to nature and the creative, and innately human, drive to explore, discover and understand.”
ICE IN THE HEAD: The Lure of Antarctica
For Anne Aghion, shooting a film about scientists on the earth’s southernmost continent
would seem like a drastic departure from her previous works—the first two in a trilogy of
films about post-genocide Rwanda (the third is upcoming), and an experimental
documentary about slum-dwellers in Managua. But, in fact, the idea had been brewing for
a decade.
During a trip to southern Chile in the mid-nineties, she found a last-minute discount ticket
on a cruise to the Antarctic coast. Antarctica is administered under an international treaty
that devotes the continent to peaceful uses and the pursuit of science, and so all tour
companies operating there are required to transport research teams. On that sail, Aghion
was befriended by a group of five scientists from Cambridge University who were being
dropped off, with their two tons of gear, on an island where they were to remain for four
months.
“This island was classic Antarctica, with whales, icebergs, and penguins,” she recalls. “It
was so peaceful and beautiful that I really wished I could go with the scientists. For months
afterwards I had vivid dreams of the light and sound of that place.”
Visitors to Antarctica tend to fall into two categories: those infected with a permanent
longing to go back, and those with the immediate desire to turn around and never return.
Falling in squarely with the former, the filmmaker had been struck with what’s called a bad
case of “ice in the head.”
Eight years later, in 2002, she happened upon the book Terra Incognita: Travels in
Antarctica, by Sara Wheeler. “It’s gorgeously written, and reminded me of just how much I
wanted to go back,” says the director. The book also offered Aghion the key to getting
there: Wheeler had gone south under the auspices of the Antarctic Artists and Writers
program, run by the U.S. government’s National Science Foundation (NSF) to bring public
attention to the polar regions. Filmmakers are invited to apply.
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HOW TO LISTEN TO A CONTINENT: Planning the Film
Aghion got to work on her NSF proposal right away, though she was deep in the process of
editing her third film, “In Rwanda we say…The family that does not speak dies.”
By this point, she was beginning to refine her award-winning style as a filmmaker who
spends long periods of time with her subjects, and presents their points of view simply,
without narration or agenda.
But it is one thing to spend months, even years, recording the stories of people who had
survived traumatic events. How would that approach work within polar parameters? First,
one of the film’s major “characters” certainly would have to be Antarctica itself. The largest
desert, and the coldest, driest, windiest place on earth, this terrain of nearly
incomprehensible scale has remained frozen in time for more than 10 million years, and is
the closest on the planet to that of Mars. But Aghion was not interested in making a
nature film.
Given the enduring afterimage that Antarctica had left in her mind, she was thinking
instead of the Russian master Andrei Tarkovsky, whom she describes as “A filmmaker who
could convey the profound effect that a landscape has on your soul.”
As for the human story, her subjects necessarily would be selected from among the pool of
scientists and support staff that descend annually on the NSF’s McMurdo research facility—
for they, and a smattering of their peers from other nations, are the only people to be
found in Antarctica. But Aghion was not interested in making a typical science
documentary, either.
In the editing room for “In Rwanda we say…,” an idea came to her. While shooting in
Africa, she had been conducting interviews in rural villages with only rudimentary live
translations, proceeding mostly by instinct. She would only learn the nuance of what
people were telling her once she was back in the editing room with a professional
translation in hand. Then, based on what she found there, she would go back and film
more.
“It occurred to me that the way field scientists work is, in many ways, similar to the way I
make films. You start with an idea, and then you pull that string without knowing what
you’re going to find.
“These scientists go through the rigors of field exploration, then they sit in their labs,
painstakingly analyze what they have and go back to the field to explore some more. At
that point, I had been doing the same thing for several years—having an idea and not
being sure what I would find, but just keeping at it.
“There was a parallel between the scientific process and the artistic process that was
intriguing—that behind any kind of discovery there’s hard work, persistence through
routine, patience, curiosity and obstinacy. I figured that I could show something we don’t
usually get to see about the life of scientists.”
While most grantees in the Antarctic Artists & Writers Program are awarded a few weeks to
work, and very few filmmakers make the cut, Aghion was adamant about wanting most of
the season—four full months. She wanted some time at McMurdo to meet the technicians
and chefs and administrators who support the science there, and she wanted to go out into
the field with a research team. It took two years and two applications to convince the NSF.
Meanwhile, she flew to universities across the country, in search of her scientific “stars.”
She was looking for a small team that would spend significant time camping far from
McMurdo, and she would have to convince the team, down to the last member, to agree to
bring a film crew in tow.
After months of interviews, she selected a group consisting of two prominent earth
scientists—Professor Allan Ashworth and Dr. Adam Lewis—and two undergraduate
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students, Kelly Gorz and Andrew Podoll. They would be heading out to look for tiny signs
of life 14 to 20 million years old, somewhere in the midst of vast ancient lakebeds and
boulder-strewn fields in an area called the Dry Valleys. They would be living in small tents
for seven weeks, a one-and-a-half-hour helicopter ride from McMurdo, in temperatures that
would range from -28°C/-25°F to a high of -6°C/+20°F as the summer progressed.
She would need the consent of the four participants, along with that of Prof. David
Marchant, who would be in another campsite that year but who is the principal investigator
of the study. And, though the NSF was particularly interested in bringing filmmakers
whose works would coincide with the 2007-2009 celebration of International Polar Year,
they too had to be wary.
Tom Wagner, NSF’s Program Director for Antarctic Earth Sciences, explains, “We worry a lot
about making sure that everyone is comfortable with these situations. We have turned
people down, and if there are problems we’ll consider bringing them back. I talked a lot
with Allan and Adam beforehand, and asked if they really wanted someone in their camp.”
Beyond the risk of friction between people in close quarters, there is the obvious question
of whether it is desirable to have cameras trained on scientists while they work, and the
understandable fear that they would wind up in some sort of exploitative “reality show.” As
Adam Lewis notes, “Scientists don’t make a lot of money, and we don’t become really
famous with anyone except a few other scientists, so the only thing you really have is your
reputation and your respect.”
Says Ashworth, “I felt that Anne was a sincere person, but even sincere people can be
misguided. I wasn’t protecting anything I do, but I didn’t want us to be made to look like
we’re not who we really are. So I asked her a few questions and watched her responses
carefully. One of them was about her real purpose in making this movie. Part of what Anne
said to me was that if parents take their kids to see this movie, she’d like the children to
say, ‘When I grow up, I want to be a scientist.’ And I thought, ‘If you can stick to that, I’ll
buy into it.’”
Lewis adds, “It sounded like something that would be fun to do, and I wanted to see how
people make movies. Also—if Anne was going to make a movie that shows what scientists
really do, that can only help. Americans are really horribly, horribly scientifically illiterate.
Among all industrialized nations, I think we’re just about the bottom of the barrel.”
Lewis, who has spent seven field seasons in Antarctica, did confess with a smile that
there’s always an out. “We knew that once we got them to the Dry Valleys, they’d be
overwhelmed and scared of freezing to death. It’s such an intimidating experience—they
take you out there and the helicopter flies away, and you’re the only living thing for fifty or
a hundred miles. There’s not a bird, not a bug, nothing. People get a little nervous, and
they’re like, ‘Whoa, are we gonna’ be okay out here?’ And I can say, ‘Look, kid, stick with
me. Do what I do.’ I knew, and Allan knew, that if they were difficult or interfered with our
work, we could make it hard on them. And if we wanted to, we could make it so hard that
they’d ask to leave.”
FIRST STOP: Heading to McMurdo
Aghion brought on her crew: sound recordist Richard Fleming, with whom she’d worked on
“In Rwanda we say…”, and award-winning cinematographer Sylvestre Guidi. Both are
veterans of extreme shoots. She herself spent a year in daily physical training to build up
the strength and endurance to survive the harsh conditions.
There were months of preparation, spent researching which HD cameras and equipment
would survive the cold; undergoing rigorous medical exams to pass the NSF’s strict health
requirements; learning the tricks they would need to perform basic bodily functions in the
field; filling out a sixty-page supply list for the NSF; assembling and shipping close to
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2,000 pounds of gear. In August of 2006, the little crew headed for New Zealand, where
they would board a massive U.S. Air Force C17 cargo plane on to McMurdo station.
They arrived during Winfly (short for winter fly-over), a six-week period at the end of
winter, before the main research season starts. With only a few hundred people there—as
opposed to the thousand or so in residence throughout the summer—, this is a low-key
time that allowed Aghion’s film crew the opportunity to begin to absorb the culture and
the protocols of life at this remote station.
McMurdo is a work camp, whose purpose is to provide infrastructure and support for
scientific research. Its inhabitants, also called “townspeople,” work together for nine or ten
hours a days, six days a week. These are highly skilled technicians, chefs, medical staff,
administrators, drivers, etc., and also dishwashers and janitors who are lured South for
Antarctica. Many have known each other for years, and make McMurdo their home half the
year, while spending the other half traveling. Because of this, a distinct social structure
has evolved, with a tangible divide between them and the field scientists who arrive and
quickly head out to their field camps.
“There’s a bizarre schizophrenia to the place, too,” observes Aghion. “McMurdo attracts a
lot of ‘frontier’ types who go to Antarctica to get far away from normal life. But the facility
is run by Raytheon for the government, with all the rules and regs of a quasi-military
bureaucracy. So, for example, although the people who work there love to have fun in their
down time—it’s a big party town—if you get really drunk, they’ll put you on the next plane
back to New Zealand. Also, even though many of the people who come down are big
outdoors types, there are so many hurdles to get out of town to ski or hike, that many
people in the support staff don’t make it even once in a season.”
On their arrival at McMurdo, the ICE PEOPLE crew wanted to get right to work. Anyone
going out to the field is required to undergo survival training. Because they had been
deployed on the first flight of the season and needed to be ready to shoot outside
McMurdo station right away, their course was conducted on September 1st, earlier in the
season than it had ever been done. With winter just coming to an end and the nights still
long and dark, earlier in the season meant colder. Much colder.
“Rich, Sylvestre and I had to spend a night in a tent in -55°C/-65°F. It is simply impossible
to imagine being that cold until it’s happening to you. The interesting part is, though, that
we had the comfort of knowing it was only for one night, whereas it was a lot harder to
cope with the -25°C/-20°F temps when we got to the Dry Valleys, because we had no idea
how long it would be until we would feel warm again.”
She laughs, “We earned our stripes with the McMurdo crowd by toughing it out that night.
The next day, when we were walking through the galley, we were completely disheveled,
but we could sense that everyone was impressed.”
Their first major foray out of camp definitely called for their new-found skills. When a
crew had to fix the wind generators that power the central communications station of the
US Antarctic Program, the ICE PEOPLE team jumped at the opportunity to accompany them.
The wind station is located on Black Island, in the Ross Sea archipelago, a little over 20
miles from McMurdo.
Aghion recalls the adventure. “It was still too cold for helicopters to fly, so we drove in a
traverse convoy across the ice shelf.1 It took all day, and one of the vehicles broke down.
When we got there, we were locked in for six days by hurricane-force winds gusting at
153kph/95mph. I slept in the diesel machine room. Rich and Sylvestre slept in ‘the night
train,’ a prefab container anchored to the rock, which felt as if it were going to fly away in
1

An ice shelf is a very thick platform of dense ice formed by glaciers flowing off the coast into the
sea.
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the howling wind.” The trip paid off, too: “Fifteen minutes of the film comes from Black
Island, with some truly extraordinary images.”
WHAT IF WE PUT SEVEN PEOPLE IN TENTS ALONE IN THE WILDERNESS?—Living,
Working and Filming in the Deep Field
The seven weeks out in the field with Prof. Allan Ashworth, Dr. Adam Lewis and the two
undergraduate students, Kelly Gorz and Andrew Podoll, were spent camping in two
locations in the Dry Valleys—so called because this is one of the only areas on the
southern continent that is not covered in ice (identifiable in the film by its bare rocky
terrain, sometimes covered in a light layer of snow). Transportation and re-supply from
McMurdo were made by helicopter—a trip that took about an hour and a half each way.2
The day that the Ashworth/Lewis team flew into McMurdo, they worried they’d made a big
mistake allowing the film crew to join them. “Anne had told us ahead of time that they
were meeting us at the airplane, but we didn’t understand that there would be cameras
right at the door shooting us getting off the plane,” remembers Adam Lewis. “This was
really new to us, and honestly, it scared the crap out of us.” But, they had committed, and
they had the NSF’s assurance that the filmmakers could be sent home at any time if they
proved to be trouble, so they stuck to the plan.
But Lewis reports that, to the scientists’ relief, “As soon as we got to out to the field, we
really liked them. The way they operated wasn’t that intrusive, and they weren’t with us
every single day.”
The film crew kept its own little camp a few feet from the others, including a cook tent,
where Aghion also slept, and two Scott tents (named after the famed early 20th century
polar explorer, Robert F. Scott) for the men. According to Aghion, “Lewis called us The
Kravitzes—the nosy neighbors from ‘Bewitched.’”
She describes the dynamics: “We wanted to be independent, and didn’t want to be in their
faces all the time. We went to their tent a lot whenever we felt like it, but they could kick
us out. Sometimes we would leave them alone for 2-3 days, and go film the landscape or
take a hike.”
At times, they simply socialized. “We invited each other to dinner, without filming.
Sometimes they actually filmed us.”
Nonetheless, with seven weeks together, the film crew had plenty of time to observe the
way the scientists dealt with the challenge of living and working together.
Team leader Prof. Allan Ashworth, a thirty-year veteran of field research, confessed that
“Any group you take out for two and half months, anywhere, in confined quarters and
difficult circumstances, if there isn’t a few times when everybody barks at each other, it
would be pretty unusual.”
But Aghion puts this into perspective. “We’re so conditioned now by phony television
reality shows, that people keep asking me about racy things, and what the scientists said
behind each other’s backs.” Rather than devolving into an episode of “Big Brother,” she
explains that “In order to survive these conditions and accomplish their goals, they have to
respect each other, humor each other and be on their best behavior. There was no trash
talk and no back-biting.”
2

Built at the foot of the active volcano, Mt. Erebus, McMurdo station is on Ross Island, and thus not
technically part of the Antarctic continent. The Dry Valleys, which are on the continent, run some
thirty miles west of McMurdo, across the frozen waters of the Ross Sea. For the first three few
weeks, the team camped at an elevation of about 7,000 feet, at the foot of Mount Boreas in the
Olympus Range. They moved about 20 miles south, to the Asgard Range, for the remaining four
weeks.
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Later, back home, she also had a surprising revelation. “In retrospect, I realize that I had
seen the same thing in an extreme version in Rwanda. The Hutu and Tutsi live together
side by side in tiny, isolated rural villages. Despite the enduring trauma caused by the
genocide fifteen years ago, there is a certain level at which they have to get along because
they are dependent on each other. If someone gets sick, they need to know their neighbors
will carry them to the hospital many miles away.”
So, just how tough is it to be out there? Adam Lewis, whose seven field seasons to date
add up to close to two years’ time in Antarctica, enumerates the challenges:
“The first time I went, the professor that sent me gave me a really tough talking to. He told
me, ‘You can die out there. Don’t be a jackass.’ It really kind of sucks. Don’t let anyone
fool you. The food is bad. We try really hard to cook good food, but it’s really bad. It
takes hours to cook a meal because everything is frozen solid. You’re cold a lot of the
time. It’s hard to sleep because it’s light, and it’s so damn noisy from the wind blowing on
your tent.”
And there’s the work. “You work really, really hard. And I mean hard physical labor—
hiking with heavy backpacks on rough ground, and you might do it for 12 hours a day. If
you find something good a long way from camp, you may have to carry a 50 lb. backpack
full of rock samples, and maybe it’s two in the morning—because it’s light all the time and
you can do that—and maybe you have five miles to walk back to your tent. There are many
days when I walk back into camp at 4:30 in the morning. You just have to do it. A lot of
people crack under the conditions.”
While the film crew may not have been hauling rock samples, they were laden with equally
heavy film gear, each routinely carrying between 35 lb and 50 lbs of equipment (camera,
batteries, sound equipment, tripod, tapes, cables, etc.) anywhere they went—on foot. Lewis
concludes admiringly that “Allan and I had a secret bet going that Anne and the crew
wouldn’t last two weeks, but they are tough cookies.”
Being in the field is not just hardship, says Aghion, who is emphatic that she would go
back at the drop of a hat. “The beauty and the scale of this place is unimaginable. People
tell you about it, you read about it, but when it’s in front of you it is overwhelming. Elating.
Humbling.
“Antarctica is a place you can think. You get out of the rat race, you slow down. When
you’re in there you can’t be anywhere else, even in your mind, because if you don’t stay
present, you’ll die within a couple of hours.”
She continues, “It is a life changing experience, and for a long time after I came off the ice,
I couldn’t relate to people who hadn’t been to Antarctica. I sought out the people I had
just spent all this time with because they understood what I was talking about.”
And what about the scientists? What is the lure to Antarctica after repeated visits?
Allan Ashworth, ever the reserved scientist (“We tend to be skeptics,” he says), begins by
insisting that it is only the driving curiosity of researchers that draws them to this barren
place. “Anne would ask if there’s some sort of romantic thing about Antarctica, and Adam
and I would just look at each other. For us there’s not much more than the drive of the
scientific questions.” But then he concedes. “Maybe if we’re really truthful, we have it too
in some small part of ourselves.”
Lewis, at first is just as quick to shrug off “romantic notions.” We’re not the explorers that
came here 100 years ago, going into the unknown and facing mortal danger just to see
what was here. This is still a difficult, dangerous environment. We still have to endure the
same hardships they did, leave our families for months at a time, and display the same
toughness and stamina, but by now, thankfully, we have really good equipment and a
safety net. If you practice good common sense, you’re probably safer here than hiking in
the mountains in Montana.”
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In the end, though, Lewis also admits that there is still a touch of glory to being a modernday explorer. “I get a real kick out of it when someone at a dinner party asks what I do, and
I say ‘I’m a scientist and I do my research in Antarctica,” and they all say, “Antarctica, what
the heck!!”
RE-EXPLORING ANTARCTICA IN POST: Editing and Scoring ICE PEOPLE
Advance scouting in Antarctica is not an option, so the director did not have a precise idea
about the film she was going to make when she got there. She had developed her
proposal from her readings and her interviews with veterans of the ice, and had an idea
about charting the process of science in a vast, awe-inspiring landscape. In truth, though, it
was just so much guesswork.
Things were not much more clear on the ground. As is the case for all new grantees, and
for Artists and Writers in particular, there is a lot to take in at once: navigating the arcane
bureaucracy, adapting to the cold, learning survival skills, and fitting into the two distinct
cultures of the people who work there—the “townspeople” and the scientists. The ICE
PEOPLE crew picked up their equipment and learned as they went, sure that they were
getting interesting material, but not as clear about the story they were capturing.
Aghion arrived in Paris for post-production, and sat down with editor Nadia Ben Rachid and
almost 180 hours of footage. The cutter, now on her third film with Aghion, was
accustomed to the way the director moves instinctively through her productions. Ben
Rachid had already watched a first batch of footage from McMurdo that Aghion had
shipped back before they had left for the Dry Valleys, so amazingly, just a few weeks after
they started, they had roughed out about two and a half hours of assembled scenes to
work with.
But, Aghion says, emotionally it was a very difficult film to put together. “I was having a
hard time telling the difference between the impact that images had had on me out on the
ice, and the impact they were having on people who hadn’t been there. This isn’t a new
problem for a filmmaker, but it was more acute because the shoot had been such an
extraordinary time of my life. I was obsessed with finding a way to get the audience to feel
as much of this experience as possible.
“For weeks, Nadia and I kept adding footage, taking it out, shuffling scenes around, setting
them back. There’s so much to explain about Antarctica, and we were trying to be explicit
because people watching the cuts couldn’t get their bearings. At one point, after a few
weeks break, I understood that I had to go back to my original intention and then, very
quickly, one day, just like that, we had it. We were stunned to make two discoveries: First,
our final assembly was very close to that first rough cut we’d made. Second, it was really
the same film I originally had envisioned in my proposal.”
Once the cut was done, Aghion turned to the sound—a critical element of the film. Away
from McMurdo, when the wind is down, the silence of Antarctica is one of its most
stunning features—but conveying this on screen was delicate work.
Out on location, sound recordist Richard Fleming explained to the director that if he were
to set the sound levels to capture the absolute stillness around them, he’d also be
capturing the noise of the recorder itself.
Back home, during post-production, the editing and sound mixing team had to solve the
problem. Aghion was emphatic: “This was really important to me, and I drove everyone a
little crazy on the issue. Silence is such an important part of the impact Antarctica has on
you. It gives you a sense of peace that is hypnotic. If you don’t get that when you’re
watching this movie, then we haven’t done our job.”
Eventually, Aghion understood from the sound team that the trick was not in an absence of
sound, but in its opposite. “As soon as you contrast how loud a simple footstep is there, or
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how much a tent zipper resonates in the air, or how deep and spooky the howl of the wind
can be, you also feel how pristine that quiet is.”
This issue came up also during the scoring of the film, which was done by a top French
composer, Laurent Petitgand, who started working when the film was still in the early
stages of editing. Aghion knew that “The usual cliché is to lay big dramatic sound on top of
big dramatic visuals, but I wanted the landscapes to speak for themselves. After a while, I
understood that I wanted very little music, but in truth I had a hard time explaining more
than that to Laurent. In the end, he created beautiful music that moves the action at key
times, but in an understated way, maintains the peacefulness of Antarctica. ”
Petitgand recalls that “The toughest part was to leave room for and respect this silence that
Anne talked about non-stop, but which is abstract if you haven’t lived through it. Yet, it is
very present throughout her film, and it was an interesting challenge to compose the music
of silence—or at least music that immediately follows silence. When it comes down to it,
“What comes right after silence? ” should be the first question a musician asks himself.”
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The Scientists and Their Major Find: Life in Ancient Antarctica
The scientific team featured in ICE PEOPLE is made up of two prominent professors—Drs.
Allan C. Ashworth and Adam R. Lewis, who specialize in the interdisciplinary study of
natural environments and their history—and two undergraduate students—Andrew Podoll
and Kelly Gorz.
Like trackers on a treasure hunt, their mission on this trip was to search through vast
never-before-explored ancient lakebeds and endless fields of boulders in search of tiny
signs of life which would prove the existence of an ancient warm ecosystem in Antarctica,
and date its demise.
They were searching for the answer to a mystery that scientists have been pondering since
the early 19th century, when Charles Darwin and his friend Joseph Hooker began to
question why the same plants could be found in New Zealand, Australia and the lower part
of South America.
During the course of filming ICE PEOPLE, they came up with an historic find that not only
might explain that phenomenon, but gives the first clear, dated picture of a relatively rapid
shift in the Antarctic climate. The results were released in August 2008, and captured
world headlines.
In this and related studies in which they also participated, they discovered fossils—or more
properly speaking, exceptionally well-preserved freeze-dried remains of mosses, leaves,
pollen, insects and crustaceans. As Ashworth demonstrated on camera, when immersed in
water, the mosses puff back up to their original size.
The first sign of these had been discovered years before by a group of graduate students,
one of whom was Adam Lewis. On a walk, they’d noticed something that looked like grass
sticking out of the ground. To their disbelief, and the disbelief of many others, it turned
out to be moss—the first sign of life that had been found there. Ultimately, that little
shriveled fiber fluttering in the breeze may lead to a new understanding of the history of
the continent.
More than just the fossils, the milestone discovery captured in ICE PEOPLE is the unearthing
of volcanic ash alongside plant fossils, deposits which allow the scientists to date their
finds for the first time, and mesh them with geological and glaciological data collected by
others. The fossils had proved previously that Antarctica was once warm enough to
support life, but with the ash, they could now pinpoint with some certainty that life on
Antarctica ended abruptly about 14 million years ago. The cause was a shift in
temperature of about 8°C that occurred over the course of 200,000 years—a rapid change
in geological time.
Since then, the landscape on this continent one-and-a-half the size of the United States has
remained completely unchanged. Indeed, the seven people in front of and behind the ICE
PEOPLE cameras were the first human beings to step foot in many of the areas they
covered.
For the Marchant/Ashworth/Lewis team, the findings add another layer to accepted theory
about the freezing of Antarctica. It is generally thought that roughly between 65 million
years ago and 34 million years ago, there were lush forests covering portions of Antarctica,
which at one time had been connected to what are now Africa, New Zealand, Australia and
South America (remember Darwin’s and Hopper’s plants). Over the course of millions of
years, those continents had broken away; South America was the last to go at the 34
million-year mark. Suddenly, ocean waters were flowing in a circular route all the way
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around Antarctica, blocking the flow of heat and putting the continent on the path to its
current state of deep freeze.
As it gradually grew colder, the lush forests subsided, and parts of Antarctica turned into a
shrubby tundra. A missing piece of this story is when Antarctica actually entered its
current frozen state. The new findings are clear evidence that around 14 million years ago,
the continent reached a threshold temperature low, and, in the words of NSF’s Program
Director for Antarctic Earth Sciences, Tom Wagner, life took its last gasp.
To read more about the science in ICE PEOPLE and find a sampling of the global press
coverage, click on “The Science” at www.icepeople.com, and also visit the NSF’s website at
http://www.nsf.gov/news/news_summ.jsp?cntn_id=111913.
Climate change is a central issue touching on virtually every aspect of the future of humans
on planet Earth. The knowledge gained from these findings will help to make inferences
about the future. While freeze dried mosses and insects will not likely help in halting global
warming, they do explain the dramatic impact that small changes in temperature may
wreak; in particular these findings demonstrate that there exist “threshold temperatures”
that completely alter climactic systems.
BIOGRAPHIES

Dr. Allan Ashworth, University Distinguished Professor and the James A. Meier
Senior Professor in the Department of Geosciences, North Dakota State University.
Professor Ashworth’s significant contributions to the natural sciences have led to an
Antarctic glacier and four species of beetles being named after him. He teaches
undergraduate and graduate courses in the history of life on Earth, sedimentology and
paleontology (the study of prehistoric life forms) at North Dakota State University in Fargo.
His long-term paleoecological research has focused on the response of organisms to
climate change.
Ashworth’s fossil-based research in Antarctica focuses on the ecology and biogeography of
an extinct Transantarctic mountain ecosystem, which existed before 15 million years ago.
He also has interests in integrating fossil and modern studies to predict responses of
beetles to global warming as part of longer-term conservation efforts, and is collaborating
on interdisciplinary studies to understand the history of these insects in the Pacific
Northwest, North Dakota and southern Chile. He has traveled widely during the course of
a long career and has conducted field studies in Asia, Europe, North and South America,
and in remote locations from Baffin Island to the Transantarctic Mountains.
Ashworth is chair of the United States National Committee for Quaternary Research and
Vice-President for the International Quaternary Association; both organizations are
interested in the interdisciplinary study of the history of the natural environment during
the Quaternary period—roughly covering the past 1.8 million years.
A native of southern England, Ashworth graduated from the University of Birmingham
before moving to the United States.

Dr. Adam R. Lewis, Research Assistant Professor, North Dakota State University,
Department of Geosciences
A veteran of seven research seasons in Antarctica—working out to about a year-and-a-half
in tents in the deep field—, Dr. Adam Lewis is considered one of the world’s top experts on
the glacial geology of the Olympus Range.
His research centers on understanding the role that Antarctica has played in earth's climate
evolution, helping to show that the massive East Antarctic Ice Sheet shifted from a dynamic
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temperate-style configuration to its current sluggish, cold-based configuration about 14
million years ago—and that little has happened since.
Originally from Blackfoot, Idaho, Lewis became interested in geology at an early age
accompanying his father—a hydrologist for the U.S. Geological Survey--on field trips. After
obtaining his B.S. in 1991 from Idaho State University, he worked for several years in the
private sector as an environmental geologist. In a student career marked by numerous
honors and awards, he earned an M.S. in Quaternary Science from the University of Maine
in 2000, and his Ph.D. in Earth Sciences from Boston University in 2005. Along the way, he
also did graduate work in political economy and international relations, receiving an M.A.
in Political Science from Idaho State University in 1995.
Both his scientific Masters and Doctoral theses focused on his Antarctic research. During
his field work, Lewis became interested in interdisciplinary examination of the region when
he and a fellow student discovered extremely ancient lake sediments, including evidence of
plants and insects, while trying to track the glacial history of the continent’s Olympus
Range. This eventually led to the current collaboration with Prof. Allan Ashworth, also in
association with Prof. David Marchant of Boston University.
Before joining the NDSU faculty in Fargo in the Spring of 2007, Lewis did post-doctoral
research as the Byrd Fellow at the Byrd Polar Research Center at Ohio State University in
Columbus.

Andrew Podoll, Geology Student
During the course of filming ICE PEOPLE, Andrew Podoll was in his last year as an
undergraduate geology student at North Dakota State University in Fargo. He has since
enrolled in the Masters degree program at Southern Illinois University Carbondale, with a
research focus on geomorphology and paleo-environmental change on the Northern
Channel Islands of California.
In addition to his graduate studies, Podoll is dedicating himself to teaching high school.
He has received a two-year K-12 graduate fellowship from the National Science Foundation
to assist in developing curriculum and inquiry-based exercises for local high school
classrooms in Southern Illinois.
Leading up to the expedition covered in ICE PEOPLE, Podoll worked with the 8th Grade Earth
Science class at the Ben Franklin Middle School in Fargo. The class then followed the
progress of the voyage through videoconferences at McMurdo Station, and via satellite
phone communication from the field.

Kelly Gorz, Geology Student
Gorz moved to Fargo after graduating from the Cooking and Hospitality Institute of
Chicago in 2003. She is currently an undergraduate student in geosciences at North
Dakota State University, scheduled to graduate in 2008.
She is a McNair scholar (part of the Department of Education’s Ronald E. McNair program),
through which she is working with a faculty mentor to research an ancient glacial lake near
Fargo.
In 2005, she was accepted by the National Science Foundation’s program, Research
Experience for Undergraduates, spending a summer with the University of Minnesota at
Morris, through which she was able to study ancient glacial deposits in Brazil. In the
summer of 2007, she returned to Brazil to serve as mentor in the same program.
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The Filmmakers
Anne Aghion, Director & Producer
A filmmaker whose awards include an Emmy, a UNESCO Fellini Prize and a Guggenheim
fellowship, Anne Aghion has been praised by critics as a documentarian who succeeds in
conveying, without preconception, a strong sense of the people and places she covers.
Two of her previous films, which deal with post-genocide justice in Rwanda, are recognized
as seminal works that have played a key “real-life” role both within Rwanda and across the
globe.
Fascinated by people who survive extreme circumstances, Aghion chose as her latest
project ICE PEOPLE, a feature-length documentary that explores the physical, emotional and
spiritual adventure of living and conducting science in Antarctica, the earth’s coldest
continent. Based at McMurdo Station, the U.S. scientific research facility, Aghion and her
crew spent four months on the ice, including seven weeks camping in the “deep field” with
a small team of geologists searching for fossilized vegetation on Antarctic lakebeds
estimated at 14-20 million years old. ICE PEOPLE was made with the support of the
National Science Foundation’s Antarctic Artists and Writers Program—which gave Aghion
the longest film permit ever granted.
Aghion’s most recent works, “Gacaca, Living Together Again In Rwanda?” and “In Rwanda
we Say…The family that does not speak dies,” the first two of a trilogy, received accolades
around the world. Journalist Philip Gourevitch, author of “We Wish to Inform You that
Tomorrow We Will Be Killed With Our Families, Stories from Rwanda,” noted that Aghion
“captures quite precisely much of what is most compelling and unsettling about Rwanda’s
quest for justice after genocide.”
The broadcast of “Gacaca” on French television yielded “Special Picks” in eight of the
country’s top national publications, along with reviews calling it “remarkable,” and
“riveting,” and praising Aghion’s “open, human approach.” When both films aired on
Sundance Channel in April 2004 to mark the ten-year commemoration of the genocide, the
Washington Post called “In Rwanda we say…” “astonishing,” and the Connecticut Post said
they were “two of the best documentaries you are likely to see this year.” “In Rwanda we
say…” won a 2005 Emmy Award; “Gacaca…” received the 2003 Fellini Prize from UNESCO.
Filmed over the course of four years in a tiny rural community, both films have been used
by organizations involved with peace studies as a universal tool in understanding the
“heart and mind” issues involved in bringing stabilization to a society after strife. They
have also been screened in Rwanda—by NGOs as part of their training, and in programs to
re-acclimate confessed perpretrators of genocide crimes, before release back into their
communities.
The third film in the Rwanda trilogy is currently in production, for release in 2009.
Her first film, “Se Le Movio El Piso (The Earth Moved Under Him—A Portrait of Managua”
was the winner of the Havana Film Festival’s 1996 Coral Award for Best Non-Latin American
Documentary on Latin America. That film explored how slum dwellers in Nicaragua’s
capital had survived a series of natural, political and economic disasters.
For most of her life, Aghion has been a dual resident of New York and Paris. She spent the
first eight years of her career in both editorial and administrative capacities at The New
York Times Paris bureau, and at the International Herald Tribune. Moving into film, she
worked in a variety of capacities including videographer, production and post-production
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manager with filmmakers such as Richard Leacock & Valérie Lalonde, and Judith Abitbol,
and for documentaries aired on major cable networks such as Canal+ and ARTE.
Aghion was awarded a prestigious Guggenheim Fellowship in 2005, and has received
repeat grants from the Soros Documentary Fund, the Sundance Documentary Fund, and
from the United States Institute of Peace. She also received grants from the New York State
Council on the Arts, the Compton Foundation, the Peter S. Reed Foundation, and OxfamNovib. In addition, she was able to generate funding for “In Rwanda we say…” from the
Austrian Development Agency, the Belgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the Swiss
Development Cooperation, thanks to the significant impact of “Gacaca...”
Anne Aghion holds a Bachelor of Arts Magna Cum Laude in Arab Language and Literature
from Barnard College at Columbia University in New York, and following her studies, spent
two years living in Cairo. She has traveled extensively across the Middle East, Africa,
Europe and the Americas.
Benoît Gryspeerdt, Producer
Independent producer Benoît Gryspeerdt joined Aghion as co-producer of ICE PEOPLE
following a stint as Director of Finance and Administration at Ardèche Images, which,
among other activities, runs the Etats Généraux du Film Documentaire, one of the leading
documentary festivals in France.
He spent 2002-2005 at Dominant 7, a Paris-based production company responsible for a
long slate of internationally distributed, award-winning films. Joining the company as
production manager and moving up to line producer, he worked on over a dozen projects
in collaboration with major production companies, broadcasters and funders, including
ARTE, Canal+ and Studio Canal, BBC. In addition to Aghion’s films, which were coproduced by Dominant 7, Gryspeerdt’s credits include the massive international coproduction, “Steps for the Future,” an 8-hour package of programming about HIV/AIDs in
southern Africa that crossed seven countries, and involved 14 international broadcasters
and numerous organizations including UNICEF and NORAID; director Karim Aïnouz’s 2002
feature biopic about eponymous Brazilian cultural hero “Madame Sata,” which premiered at
Cannes and went on to win 21 international awards, with nominations for 14 more; and the
critically acclaimed 2005 BBC film, “Don’t F*** with Me, I have 51 Brothers and Sisters.”
During this period, he also served as production manager on Anne Aghion’s awardwinning films, “In Rwanda we say…The family that does not speak dies,” and “Gacaca,
Living Together Again in Rwanda?”, which were produced by Dominant 7.
Prior to Dominant 7, Gryspeerdt was Controller for MK2, one of Europe’s leading film
companies, where he oversaw reporting in areas including feature and television
production and distribution, international sales, home entertainment and theatrical
exhibition. He started his work at the company as internal auditor, working on the
catalogue acquisition of important libraries including CIBY 2000 and François Truffaut’s
former company, Les Films du Carosse. He began his career at the television- and filmacquisition arm of TF1, where he helped develop rights management software.
A native of Lille, France, Gryspeerdt is a 2005 graduate of the producer-training program,
Eurodoc, which he attended with ICE PEOPLE. He holds a Masters of Science in Personnel
Management and Business Administration from France’s Edhec Business School.
He recently founded the company French Cuisine Film Production.
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Nadia Ben Rachid, Editor
ICE PEOPLE is editor Nadia Ben Rachid’s third collaboration with filmmaker Anne Aghion,
following their work on Emmy-winner “In Rwanda we say…The family that does not speak
dies,” and the UNESCO Fellini Prize-winner, “Gacaca, Living Together Again in Rwanda?”.
With the rare talent to work equally well with documentaries and features, Paris-based Ben
Rachid has amassed dozens of film, television and commercial credits since 1997. She has
edited all the films by the world-renowned director Abderrahmane Sissako, the latest of
which is the 2006 feature, “Bamako,” which played at major showcases around the world,
including the Cannes and New York film festivals. Following its stellar box office
performance in France, the film was distributed to critical acclaim worldwide, including in
the U.S. via New Yorker Films. In 1999, her work on Sissako’s “Life on Earth” earned Ben
Rachid the Editor’s Award at FESPACO (Ouagadougou Pan African Festival for Film and
Television). The film premiered at Cannes and went on to collect numerous awards at
festivals around the world, including the Golden Spire at the San Francisco International
Film Festival.
Ben Rachid also works regularly with noted French director Yamina Benguigui, including on
her 2002 feature “Inch’Allah Dimanche”; the documentary “The Perfumed Garden,” which
won Best Documentary for that year at the African and Caribbean Film Festival (Vues
d’Afrique) in Montreal; and a segment of the acclaimed 1998 documentary “Mémoires
d’immigrés.”
Among numerous other projects, she edited Michka Saäl’s 2005 “Beckett’s Prisoners” for
the National Film Board of Canada; the 1999 documentary “Woubi Cheri” for award-winning
documentarians Philip Brooks and Laurent Bocahut, which garnered Best Documentary
awards at the New Festival in New York, the Turin Festival in Italy, and the Transgender
Festival in London; and Rachid Bouchareb’s first feature,”My Family Honor.”
Ben Rachid’s commercial work includes the trailer for The Michael Jackson Tour, for
legendary producer Tarek Ben Ammar. Among her credits as assistant editor are Roman
Polanski’s “Bitter Moon,” “Frantic” and “Pirates”; Claude Berri’s “Germinal” and “Uranus”;
Roland Joffe’s “City of Joy”; Jacques Perrin’s “The Children of Lumière”; and Agneska
Holland’s “The Conspiracy.”
Sylvestre Guidi, Director of Photography
A top Franco-Canadian cinematographer, Sylvestre Guidi has amassed more than 20 years
of documentary production experience, filming from the top of the world—on the 2005
award-sweeping series "Arctic Mission," by biologist-filmmaker Jean Lemire—to the bottom
on ICE PEOPLE. Based in Montreal, he has collaborated repeatedly with noted directors
including Michka Saäl and Patricio Henriquez, and works regularly on films for the National
Film Board of Canada, which air on ARTE, BBC, Discovery and other top television networks
across the globe. Guidi spent ten years living in Mexico City as a cameraman and editor
for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, covering South America and the Caribbean.
Guidi has earned four nominations and a 1993 win for the Gémeaux—the Canadian
Academy awards for French-language television. A graduate in film from Concordia
University in Montreal, Guidi also studied television production at the Université de Québec
à Montréal. He is fluent in French, English, Spanish and Portuguese.
Richard Fleming, Sound Recordist
Since 1990, Richard Fleming has traveled to the farthest reaches of the globe. In addition
to camping in the frozen deserts of Antarctica, he has accompanied Kofi Annan around the
world, flown missions over Kandahar with the U.S. Army Reserve, followed Imelda Marcos
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on the presidential campaign trail in the Philippines, and sweltered on the decks of a
nuclear aircraft carrier plying the waters of the Persian Gulf.
Among his numerous credits are the documentaries "From Kansas to Kandahar," by noted
director Cal Skaggs for the PBS series "America at a Crossroads," Show of Force’s “Carrier
Project,” and "Kofi Annan : Center of the Storm," by renowned filmmaker David Grubin,
both for PBS; "Sumo East and West," by Ferne Pearlstein, and "Iron Butterfly, The Story of
Imelda Marcos," by Ramona Diaz, both for ITVS. Other credits include “Les Illuminations de
Madame Narval," by Charles Najman, for the Franco-German television channel Arte, and
work as both a writer and recordist on Alex Wolfe's "Santo Domingo Blues." His dramatic
credits include the multiple award-winning theatrical feature "La Ciudad," by David Riker.
He rejoins director Aghion on ICE PEOPLE, following his work on Emmy-winner "In Rwanda
we say…The family that does not speak dies."
Fleming is also an accomplished writer, photographer, and amateur musicologist. His blog,
A Brooklynite on the Ice <http://antarcticiana.blogspot.com/> , features the filmmakers'
adventures during the four-month shoot in Antarctica. His first book, Walking to
Guantanamo, already garnering glowing critical praise, chronicles Fleming’s year-long
walk across the island of Cuba. In conjunction with a companion volume of photographs,
The Road to Guantánamo, will be published on October 1st by Commons books
<http://www.commonsbooks.com/>.
Laurent Petitgand, Original Score
A prolific composer, recording artist, arranger, performer and actor, LAURENT
PETITGAND’s work has been featured in a long list of films by internationally recognized
directors.
A seven-time collaborator with Wim Wenders—both on his own and with his band Dick
Tracy—Petitgand composed for the films “Tokyo-Ga” (1985), “Wings of Desire” (1986),
“Arisha, The Bear and The Stone Ring” (1992), “Faraway, So Close!” (1993), “Beyond the
Clouds” co-directed with Michelangelo Antonioni (1995), and “Lumière and Company”
(1996). Wenders and Petitgand also worked together on a musical stage version of
“Lumière and Company.”
In addition to ICE PEOPLE, recent film projects include “The Inner Life of Martin Frost” by
Paul Auster, “Les Gueules Noires” by Rodolphe Bertrand and Marianne Tardieu, “La Sieste”
by Laurent Halgand, “Ferrari 49” by Michael Klier, “Le Dernier Silence” by Damien Boyer,
“Cowboy Angels”–a second collaboration with Kim Massee, and “Sunday in Winter” by Hella
Wenders.
Petitgand has worked with filmmakers including Pascal Rémy, Philomène Esposito,
Christophe Le Masne, Solveig Dommartin, Philippe Niang, Sébastien Régnier, Dan
Mestanza, Jan Schütte, Carole Tresca.
Among many other musical accomplishments, Petitgand has composed for theatre and
dance, particularly for choreographer Angelin Preljocaj's ballet company, where he met his
wife, the dancer and actress Katia Medici.
A self-taught musician who plays guitar, piano and saxophone, Petitgand was raised in a
family of nine children. He performed in his church choir from the ages of 7 to 14 before
launching his professional career, first as a solo artist and then with several bands.
Petitgand has also acted in some dozen productions, including many of the films that he
also scored. His first role was that of the Alekan Circus conductor in “Wings of Desire", and
he appeared subsequently in the movies of Solveig Dommartin, Kim Massee, Pascal Rémy,
and Christophe Le Masne, among others.
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